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Virtual crack closure technique: History, approach,
and applications

Ronald Krueger
National Institute of Aerospace, Hampton, Virginia 23666
rkrueger@nianet.org

An overview of the virtual crack closure technique is presented. The approach used is dis-
cussed, the history summarized, and insight into its applications provided. Equations for two-
dimensional quadrilateral finite elements with linear and quadratic shape functions are given.
Formulas for applying the technique in conjunction with three-dimensional solid elements as
well as plate/shell elements are also provided. Necessary modifications for the use of the
method with geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis and corrections required for ele-
ments at the crack tip with different lengths and widths are discussed. The problems associ-
ated with cracks or delaminations propagating between different materials are mentioned
briefly, as well as a strategy to minimize these problems. Due to an increased interest in using
a fracture mechanics–based approach to assess the damage tolerance of composite structures
in the design phase and during certification, the engineering problems selected as examples
and given as references focus on the application of the technique to components made of
composite materials.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1595677#

Keywords: Finite Element Analysis, Fracture Mechanics, Crack Closure Integral,
Composite Structures, Delamination, Interlaminar Fracture

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most common failure modes for composite struc-
tures is delamination@1–4#. The remote loadings applied to
composite components are typically resolved into interlami-
nar tension and shear stresses at discontinuities that create
mixed-mode I, II, and III delaminations. To characterize the
onset and growth of these delaminations the use of fracture
mechanics has become common practice over the past two
decades@5–7#. The total strain energy release rate,GT , the
mode I component due to interlaminar tension,GI , the mode
II component due to interlaminar sliding shear,GII , and the
mode III component,GIII , due to interlaminar scissoring
shear, as shown in Fig. 1, need to be calculated. In order to
predict delamination onset or growth for two-dimensional
problems, these calculatedG components are compared to
interlaminar fracture toughness properties measured over a
range from pure mode I loading to pure mode II loading
@8–13#. A quasistatic mixed-mode fracture criterion is deter-
mined by plotting the interlaminar fracture toughness,Gc ,
versus the mixed-mode ratio,GI /GT , determined from data
generated using pure mode I Double Cantilever Beam~DCB!
(GII /GT50), pure mode II End Notched Flexure~4ENF!
(GII /GT51), and mixed-mode Mixed Mode Bending
~MMB ! tests of varying ratios, as shown in Fig. 2 for IM7/
8552@14#. A curve fit of these data is performed to determine

a mathematical relationship betweenGc and GII /GT @6#.
Failure is expected when, for a given mixed-mode ra
GII /GT , the calculated total energy release rate,GT , ex-
ceeds the interlaminar fracture toughness,Gc . Although sev-
eral specimens have also been suggested for the mea
ment of the mode III interlaminar fracture toughne
property @15–18#, an interaction criterion incorporating th
scissoring shear has not yet been established. The vi
crack closure technique~VCCT! @19–23# is widely used for
computing energy release rates based on results from
tinuum ~2D! and solid~3D! finite element~FE! analyses to
supply the mode separation required when using the mix
mode fracture criterion.

Although the original publication on VCCT dates back
quarter century@19#, the virtual crack closure technique ha
not yet been implemented into any of the large commer
general purpose finite element codes such as MSCNASTRAN,

ABAQUS, ANSYS, ASKA, PERMAS or SAMCEF. Currently
FRANC2D, developed by the Cornell Fracture Group~CFG! at
Cornell University, appears to be the only publically ava
able, highly specialized finite element code that uses the
tual crack closure technique@24,25#. The virtual crack clo-
sure technique has been used mainly by scientists
universities, research institutions, and government labor
ries and is usually implemented in their own specializ
codes or used in postprocessing routines in conjunction w
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general purpose finite element codes. Lately, an increa
interest in using a fracture mechanics–based approach t
sess the damage tolerance of composite structures in th
sign phase and during certification has also renewed the
terest in the virtual crack closure technique@4,23#. Efforts
are underway to incorporate these approaches in theCom-
posites Material MIL-17 Handbook.1

The goal of the current paper is to give an overview of
virtual crack closure technique, discuss the approach u
summarize the history, and provide insight into its applic
tion. Equations for two-dimensional quadrilateral eleme
with linear and quadratic shape functions will be provide
Formulas for applying the technique in conjunction w
three-dimensional solid elements as well as plate/shell
ments will also be given. Necessary modifications for the
of the method with geometrically nonlinear finite eleme
analysis and corrections required for elements at the crac
with different lengths and widths will be discussed. T
problems associated with cracks or delaminations propa
ing between different materials~the so-called bimaterial in
terface! will be mentioned briefly, as well as a strategy
minimize these problems. The selected engineering probl
shown as examples and given as references will focus on
application of the technique related to composite material
mentioned above.

2 BACKGROUND

A variety of methods are used to compute the strain ene
release rate based on results obtained from finite elem
analysis. Thefinite crack extension method@26,27# requires
two complete analyses. In the model the crack gets exten
for a finite length prior to the second analysis. The meth
provides one global total energy release rate as global fo
on a structural level are multiplied with global deformatio
to calculate the energy available to advance the crack.
virtual crack extension method@28–37# requires only one
complete analysis of the structure to obtain the deformatio
The total energy release rate orJ integral is computed locally
at the crack front and the calculation only involves an ad
tional computation of the stiffness matrix of the eleme
affected by the virtual crack extension. The method yie
the total energy release rate as a function of the directio
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which the crack was extended virtually, yielding informatio
on the most likely growth direction. Modifications of th
method have been suggested in the literature to allow
mode separation for two-dimensional analysis@38,39#. An
equivalent domain integral methodthat can be applied to
both linear and nonlinear problems and additionally allo
for mode separation was proposed in Refs.@40–45#. The
methods above have been mentioned here briefly to com
ment the background information. A comprehensive ov
view of different methods used to compute energy rele
rates is given in Ref.@46#. Alternative approaches to compu
the strain energy release rate based on results obtained
finite element analysis have also been published rece
@47–49#.

For delaminations in laminated composite materi
where the failure criterion is highly dependent on the mixe
mode ratio and propagation occurs in the laminate plane,
virtual crack closure technique@19–22# has been mos
widely used for computing energy release rates because
ture mode separation is determined explicitly. Recently n
VCCT methods to compute mixed-mode energy release r
suitable for the application with thep version of the finite
element method have also been developed@50#. Some modi-
fied and newly developed formulations of the VCCT allo
applications that are not based on finite element analysis
are suitable for boundary element analysis@25,51#.

2.1 Crack closure method using two analysis steps

Even though the virtual crack closure technique is the fo
of this paper and is generally mentioned in the literature
appears appropriate to include a related method: thecrack
closure methodor two-step crack closure technique. The ter-
minology in the literature is often inexact and this two-st
method is sometimes referred to as VCCT. It may be m
appropriate to call the method thecrack closure methodbe-
cause the crack is physically extended, or closed, during
complete finite element analyses as shown in Fig. 3. T
crack closure method is based on Irwin’s crack closure in
gral @52,53#. The method is based on the assumption that
energyDE released when the crack is extended byDa from
a @Fig. 3~a!# to a1Da @Fig. 3~b!# is identical to the energy
1http://www.mil17.org/
Fig. 2 Mixed-mode delamination criterion for IM7/8552
Fig. 1 Fracture modes
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required to close the crack between location, and i @Fig.
3~a!#. Index 1 denotes the first step depicted in Fig. 3~a! and
index 2 the second step as shown in Fig. 3~b!. For a crack
modeled with two-dimensional four-noded elements
shown in Fig. 3 the workDE required to close the crac
along one element side can be calculated as

DE5 1
2@X1,Du2,1Z1,Dw2,#, (1)

whereX1, andZ1, are the shear and opening forces at no
point , to be closed@Fig. 3~a!# andDu2, andDw2, are the
differences in shear and opening nodal displacements at
, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The crack closure method esta
lishes the original condition before the crack was extend
Therefore the forces required to close the crack are iden
to the forces acting on the upper and lower surfaces of
closed crack. The forcesX1, andZ1, may be obtained from
a first finite element analysis where the crack is closed
shown in Fig. 3~a! by summing the forces at common nod
from elements belonging either to the upper or the low
as
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surface. Forces at constraints may also be used if this op
is available in the finite element software used. The optio
are discussed in detail in the Appendix. The displaceme
Du2, and Dw2, are obtained from a second finite eleme
analysis where the crack has been extended to its full len
a1Da as shown in Fig. 3~b!.

2.2 The modified crack closure method

The modified, or virtual, crack closure method~VCCT! is
based on the same assumptions as the crack closure m
described above. Additionally, however, it is assumed tha
crack extension ofDa from a1Da ~node i! to a12Da
~nodek! does not significantly alter the state at the crack
~Fig. 4!. Therefore, when the crack tip is located at nodek,
the displacements behind the crack tip at nodei are approxi-
mately equal to the displacements behind the crack tip
node, when the crack tip is located at nodei. Further, the
energyDE released when the crack is extended byDa from
a1Da to a12Da is identical to the energy required to clos
the crack between locationi andk. For a crack modeled with
Fig. 3 Crack closure method~two-step method!.
a! First step—crack closed andb! second step—
crack extended.
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two-dimensional, four-noded elements, as shown in Fig
the workDE required to close the crack along one elem
side therefore can be calculated as

DE5 1
2@XiDu,1ZiDw,#, (2)

whereXi and Zi are the shear and opening forces at no
point i andDu, andDw, are the shear and opening displac
ments at node, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, forces and di
placements required to calculate the energyDE to close the
crack may be obtained from one single finite element an
sis. The details of calculating the energy release rateG
5DE/DA, whereDA is the crack surface created, and t
separation into the individual mode components will be d
cussed in the following section.

3 EQUATIONS FOR USING THE VIRTUAL
CRACK CLOSURE TECHNIQUE

In the following, equations are presented to calculate mix
mode strain energy release rates using two-dimensional fi
element models such as plane stress or plane strain. Diffe
approaches are also discussed for the cases where the
or delamination is modeled with plate/shell elements or w
three-dimensional solids.

3.1 Formulas for two-dimensional analysis

In a two-dimensional finite element plane stress, or pla
strain model, the crack of lengtha is represented as a one
dimensional discontinuity by a line of nodes as shown in F
5. Nodes at the top surface and the bottom surface of
discontinuity have identical coordinates, however, and
not connected with each other as shown in Fig. 5~a!. This
lets the elements connected to the top surface of the c
deform independently from those connected to the bot
surface and allows the crack to open as shown in Fig. 5~b!.
The crack tip and the undamaged section, or the sec
where the crack is closed and the structure is still intact
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modeled using single nodes, or two nodes with identical
ordinates coupled through multipoint constraints if a cra
propagation analysis is desired. This is discussed in deta
the Appendix, which explains specific modeling issues.

For a crack propagation analysis, it is important to a
vance the crack in a kinematically compatible way. Nod
wise opening/closing, where node after node is sequenti
released along the crack, is possible for the four-noded
ment as shown in Fig. 6~a!. It is identical to elementwise
opening in this case as the crack is opened over the e
length of the element. Nodewise opening/closing, howev
results in kinematically incompatible interpenetration for t
eight-noded elements with quadratic shape functions
shown in Fig. 6~b!, which caused initial problems whe
eight-noded elements were used in connection with the
tual crack closure technique. Elementwise opening—wh
edge and midside nodes are released—provides a kinem
cally compatible condition and yields reliable results, whi
was demonstrated in Refs.@5#,@54#,@55# and later generalized
expressions to achieve this were derived by Raju@21#.

The mode I and mode II components of the strain ene
release rate,GI and GII , are calculated for four-noded ele
ments as shown in Fig. 7~a!:

GI52
1

2Da
Zi~w,2w,* !, (3)

GII52
1

2Da
Xi~u,2u,* !, (4)

Fig. 5 Crack modeled as one-dimensional discontinuity.a! Ini-
tially modeled, undeformed finite element mesh andb! deformed
finite element mesh.
Fig. 4 Modified crack closure method~one-step VCCT!
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whereDa is the length of the elements at the crack front a
Xi andZi are the forces at the crack tip~nodal pointi!. The
relative displacements behind the crack tip are calcula
from the nodal displacements at the upper crack faceu, and
w, ~nodal point,! and the nodal displacementsu,* andw,*
at the lower crack face~nodal point,* !, respectively. The
crack surfaceDA created is calculated asDA5Da31,
where it is assumed that the two-dimensional model is
unit thickness 1. While the original paper by Rybicki an
Kanninen is based on heurisitic arguments@19#, Raju proved
the validity of the equation@21#. He also showed that th
equations are applicable if triangular elements, obtained
collapsing the rectangular elements, are used at the crac

The mode I and mode II components of the strain ene
release rate,GI , andGII , are calculated for eight-noded e
ements as shown in Fig. 7~b!:
nd

ted
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GI52
1

2Da
@Zi~w,2w,* !1Zj~wm2wm* !#, (5)

GII52
1

2Da
@Xi~u,2u,* !1Xj~um2um* !#, (6)

whereDa is the length of the elements at the crack front
above. In addition to the forcesXi and Zi at the crack tip
~nodal pointi! the forcesXj and Zj at the midside node in
front of the crack~nodal pointj! are required. The relative
sliding and opening behind the crack tip are calculated
nodal points, and,* from displacements at the upper cra
face u, and w, and the displacementsu,* and w,* at the
lower crack face. In addition to the relative displacements
nodal points, and ,* the relative displacements at nod
Fig. 6 Kinematic compatible
crack opening/closure.a! Node-
wise crack opening for four-noded
element andb! crack opening for
eight-noded element.
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displacements at the upper crack faceum and wm and the
displacementsum* andwm* at the lower crack face@21#. The
crack surfaceDA created is calculated asDA5Da31,
where it is assumed that the two-dimensional model is
unit thickness 1. The equations are also applicable if tri
gular parabolic elements, obtained by collapsing the pa
bolic rectangular elements, are used at the crack tip@21#. The
total energy release rateGT is calculated from the individua
mode components as

GT5GI1GII1GIII , (7)

whereGIII 50 for the two-dimensional case discussed.
The VCCT proposed by Rybicki and Kanninen did n

make any assumptions of the form of the stresses and
placements. Therefore, singularity elements are not requ
of
an-
ra-

l

ot
dis-
ired

at the crack tip. However, special two-dimensional crack
elements with quarter-point nodes as shown in Fig. 8 h
been proposed in the literature@21,56–58#. Based on the
location of the nodal points atj50.0, 0.25, and 1.0, thes
quarter-point elements accurately simulatethe1/Ar singular-
ity of the stress field at the crack tip. Triangular quarter-po
elements are obtained by collapsing one side of the rec
gular elements, as shown in Fig. 8~b!. The mode I and mode
II components of the strain energy release rate,GI , andGII

are calculated for eight-noded singularity elements using
simplified equations given in Ref.@21#:

GI52
1

2Da
@Zi$t11~w,2w,* !1t12~wm2wm* !%

1Zj$t21~w,2w,* !1t22~wm2wm* !%#, (8)

Fig. 7 Virtual crack closure technique for 2D
solid elements.a! Virtual crack closure technique
for four-noded element~lower surface forces are
omitted for clarity! and b! virtual crack closure
technique for eight-noded element~lower surface
forces are omitted for clarity!.
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GII52
1

2Da
@Xi$t11~u,2u,* !1t12~um2um* !%

1Xj$t21~u,2u,* !1t22~um2um* !%#, (9)

where

t11562
3p

2
, t1256p220, t215

1

2
, t2251. (10)

In contrast to regular parabolic elements, Eqs.~8! and~9! for

the quarter-point elements have cross terms involving ite
the

corner and quarter-point forces and the relative displa
ments at the corner and quarter-point nodes. Equations~8!
and ~9! are also valid if triangular quarter-point elemen
obtained by collapsing one side of the rectangular eleme
are used at the crack tip as shown in Fig. 8~b!. Note that for
triangular elements the nodal forces have to be calcula
from elementsA, B, C, andD around the crack tip. Specia
rectangular and collapsed singularity elements with cu
shape functions are also discussed in Ref.@21#. A special
six-noded rectangular element with quarter-point nodes
described in Ref.@59#. Due to the fact that these elements a
not readily available in most of the commonly used fin
t
Fig. 8 Singularity elements with quarter-poin
nodes at crack tip.a! Quadtrilateral elements with
quarter-point nodes andb! collapsed quarter-
point element.
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element codes, equations are not provided. For additio
information about singularity elements the interested rea
is referred to Refs.@58#,@60–64#.

3.2 Formulas for three-dimensional solids and plateÕ
shell elements

In a finite element model made of three-dimensional so
elements@Fig. 9~a!# or plate or shell type elements@Fig.
9~b!# the delamination of lengtha is represented as a two
dimensional discontinuity by two surfaces. The addition
dimension allows us to calculate the distribution of the e
ergy release rates along the delamination front and mak
possible to obtainGIII , which is identical to zero for two-
dimensional models. Nodes at the top surface and the bo
.
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ttom

surface have identical coordinates and are not connected
each other as explained in the preceding section. The del
nation front is represented by either a row of single nodes
two rows of nodes with identical coordinates, coupl
through multipoint constraints. The undamaged sect
where the delamination is closed and the structure is inta
modeled using single nodes or two nodes with identical
ordinates coupled through multipoint constraints if a delam
nation propagation analysis is desired. This is discusse
detail in the Appendix, which explains specific modeling
sues.

3.2.1 Formulas for three-dimensional solids
For convenience, only a section of the delaminated area
is modeled with eight-noded three-dimensional solid e

Fig. 9 Delaminations modeled
as two-dimensional discontinuity
a! Delamination modeled with bi-
linear 3D solid elements andb!
delamination modeled with bilin-
ear plate/shell type elements.
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ments is illustrated in Fig. 10. The mode I, mode II, a
mode III components of the strain energy release rate,GI ,
GII , andGIII , are calculated as

GI52
1

2DA
ZLi~wL,2wL,* !, (11)

GII52
1

2DA
XLi~uL,2uL,* !, (12)

GIII 52
1

2DA
YLi~vL,2vL,* !, (13)

with DA5Dab as shown in Fig. 10@65#. Here DA is the
area virtually closed,Da is the length of the elements at th
delamination front, andb is the width of the elements. Fo
d

e
r

better identification in this and the following figures, co
umns are identified by capital letters and rows by small
ters as illustrated in the top view of the upper surface sho
in Fig. 10~b!. Hence,XLi , YLi , andZLi denote the forces a
the delamination front in columnL, row i. The corresponding
displacements behind the delamination at the top face n
row , are denoteduL, , vL, , andwL, and at the lower face
node row,* are denoteduL,* , vL,* , andwL,* as shown in
Fig. 10. All forces and displacements are obtained from
finite element analysis with respect to the global system
local crack tip coordinate system (x8,y8,z8) that defines the
normal and tangential coordinate directions at the delam
tion front in the deformed configuration has been added
the illustration. Its use with respect to geometrically nonl
ear analyses will be discussed later.

For twenty-noded solid elements, the equations to ca
late the strain energy release rate components at the ele
corner nodes~locationLi ) as shown in Fig. 11 are
-
ts.
r

Fig. 10 Virtual crack closure technique for four
noded plate/shell and eight-noded solid elemen
a! 3D view ~lower surface forces are omitted fo
clarity! and b! top view of upper surface~lower
surface terms are omitted for clarity!.
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GI52
1

2DAL
@ 1

2ZKi~wK,2wK,* !1ZLi~wL,2wL,* !

1ZL j~wLm2wLm* !1 1
2ZMi~wM,2wM,* !#, (14)

GII 52
1

2DAL
@ 1

2XKi~uK,2uK,* !1XLi~uL,2uL,* !

1XL j~uLm2uLm* !1 1
2XMi~uM,2uM,* !#, (15)

GIII 52
1

2DAL
@ 1

2YKi~vK,2vK,* !1YLi~vL,2vL,* !

1YL j~vLm2vLm* !1 1
2YMi~vM,2vM,* !#, (16)
r-
ty-

d

whereDAL5Dab as shown in Fig. 11@66#. HereXKi , YKi ,

andZKi denote the forces at the delamination front in colum
K, row i. The relative displacements at the correspond
columnK are calculated from the displacements behind
delamination at the lower face node row,* asuK,* , vK,* ,
andwK,* and at the top face node row,, asuK, , vK, and
wK, @Fig. 11~b!#. Similar definitions are applicable in colum
M for the forces at node rowi and displacements at node ro
, and in columnL for the forces at node rowi and j and
displacements at node row, and m, respectively. Only one
half of the forces at locationsKi and Mi contribute to the
energy required to virtually close the areaDAL . Half of the
forces at locationKi contribute to the closure of the adjace
areaDAJ and half of the forces at locationMi contribute to
the closure of the adjacent areaDAN .

The equations to calculate the strain energy release
components at the midside node~location Mi ) as shown in
Fig. 12 are as follows@66,67#:

Fig. 11 Virtual crack closure technique for co
ner nodes in eight-noded plate/shell and twen
noded solid-elements.a! 3D view ~lower surface
forces are omitted for clarity! andb! top view of
upper surface~lower surface terms are omitte
for clarity!.
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GI52
1

2DAM
F1

2
ZLi~wL,2wL,* !1

1

2
ZL j~wLm2wLm* !

1ZMi~wM,2wM,* !1
1

2
ZNi~wN,2wN,* !

1
1

2
ZN j~wNm2wNm* !G , (17)

GII52
1

2DAM
F1

2
XLi~uL,2uL,* !1

1

2
XL j~uLm2uLm* !

1XMi~uM,2uM,* !1
1

2
XNi~uN,2uN,* !

1

1

2
XN j~uNm2uNm* !G , (18)
GIII 52
1

2DAM
F1

2
YLi~vL,2vL,* !1

1

2
YL j~vLm2vLm* !

1YMi~vM,2vM,* !1
1

2
YNi~vN,2vN,* !

1
1

2
YN j~vNm2vNm* !G , (19)

where only one half of the forces at locationsLi , L j andNi,
N j contribute to the energy required to virtually close t
areaDAM . Half of the forces at locationsLi andL j contrib-
ute to the closure of the adjacent areaDAK and half of the
forces at locationsNi andN j contribute to the closure of the
adjacent areaDA0 .

Instead of computing the strain energy release rate c
ponents at the corner or midside nodes as described ab

GI , GII , andGIII may be calculated for an entire element,

-
ty-

d

Fig. 12 Virtual crack closure technique for mid
side nodes in eight-noded plate/shell and twen
noded solid elements.a! 3D view ~lower surface
forces are omitted for clarity! andb! top view of
upper surface~lower surface terms are omitte
for clarity!.
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which may be advantageous in cases where the element
not of square or rectangular shape. For example, for the c
putation of the strain energy release rate components alo
circular or elliptical front where elements are trapezoidal
user may find this approach more suitable. The equation
calculate the strain energy release rate components for
element as shown in Fig. 13 are as follows@66–68#:

GI52
1

2DAM
@ZLi~wL,2wL,* !1ZL j~wLm2wLm* !

1ZMi~wM,2wM,* !1ZNi~wN,2wN,* !

1ZN j~wNm2wNm* !#, (20)

GII52
1

2DAM
@XLi~uL,2uL,* !1XL j~uLm2uLm* !

1XMi~uM,2uM,* !1XNi~uN,2uN,* !

1XN j~uNm2uNm* !#, (21)
s are
om-
ng a
the
s to
one

GIII 52
1

2DAM
@YLi~vL,2vL,* !1YL j~vLm2vLm* !

1YMi~vM,2vM,* !1YNi~vN,2vN,* !

1YN j~vNm2vNm* !#, (22)

where the forces at locationsLi , L j and Ni, N j are calcu-
lated only from elementsA andB, which are shaded in Fig
13~b!. This is unlike the previous equations where four e
ments contributed to the forces at locationsLi , L j andNi,
N j . The force at locationMi is also calculated from ele
mentsA andB, which is identical to the procedure above.

A three-dimensional twenty-noded singular brick eleme
with quarter points is shown in Fig. 14. As mentioned abo
the desired 1/Ar singularity of the stress field at the crack t
is achieved by moving the midside node to the quarter p
tion. A prism-shaped singular element is obtained by colla

Fig. 13 Virtual crack closure technique~ele-
ment method! for eight-noded plate/shell and
twenty-noded solid elements.a! 3D view ~lower
surface forces are omitted for clarity! andb! top
view of upper surface~lower surface terms are
omitted for clarity!.
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ing a face of the element as shown in Fig. 15. Each se
collapsed nodes at the front must either be defined a
single node or the degrees of freedom must be conne
through multipoint constraints as if each set was a sin
of
s a
ted

gle

node. The mode I, mode II, and mode III components of
strain energy release rate,GI , GII , andGIII , are calculated
for a brick or prism singularity element using the simplifie
equations given in Ref.@68#:
-

GI52
1

2DAM
FZLi H t11~wLm2wLm* !1t12~wM,2wM,* !22t12~wL,2wL,* !2

t12

2
~wN,2wN,* !J

1ZNiH t12~wM,2wM,* !2
t12

2
~wL,2wL,* !22t12~wN,2wN,* !1t11~wNm2wNm* !J

1ZN jH 1

2
~wN,2wN,* !1~wNm2wNm* !J 1ZMi H t11

2
~wLm2wLm* !1t21~wM,2wM,* !1t22~wN,2wN,* !

1t22~wL,2wL,* !1
t11

2
~wNm2wNm* !J 1ZL j H ~wLm2wLm* !1

1

2
~wL,2wL,* !J G , (23)

Fig. 14 Virtual crack closure technique~ele-
ment method! for twenty-noded quarter point el
ements.a! 3D view ~lower surface forces are
omitted for clarity! andb! top view of upper sur-
face~lower surface terms are omitted for clarity!.
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GII52
1

2DAM
FXLi H t11~uLm2uLm* !1t12~uM,2uM,* !

22t12~uL,2uL,* !2
t12

2
~uN,2uN,* !J

1XNiH t12~uM,2uM,* !2
t12

2
~uL,2uL,* !22t12~uN,2uN,* !1t11~uNm2uNm* !J

1XN jH 1

2
~uN,2uN,* !1~uNm2uNm* !J 1XMi H t11

2
~uLm2uLm* !1t21~uM,2uM,* !

1t22~uN,2uN,* !1t22~uL,2uL,* !1
t11

2
~uNm2uNm* !J 1XL j H ~uLm2uLm* !1

1

2
~uL,2uL,* !J G , (24)

Fig. 15 Collapsed twenty-noded solid singula
ity elements with quarter point nodes at crack t
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GIII 52
1

2DAM
FYLi H t11~vLm2vLm* !1t12~vM,2vM,* !22t12~vL,2vL,* !2

t12

2
~vN,2vN,* !J

1YNiH t12~vM,2vM,* !2
t12

2
~vL,2vL,* !22t12~vN,2vN,* !1t11~vNm2vNm* !J

1YN jH 1

2
~vN,2vN,* !1~vNm2vNm* !J 1YMi H t11

2
~vLm2vLm* !1t21~vM,2vM,* !

1t22~vN,2vN,* !1t22~vL,2vL,* !1
t11

2
~vNm2vNm* !J 1YL j H ~vLm2vLm* !1

1

2
~vL,2vL,* !J G , (25)

where

t1156p220, t125p24, t215p22,

t2252
5p

4
14. (26)

As mentioned in the section for regular twenty-noded br
elements, the forces at locationsLi , L j andNi, N j as well
asMi are calculated only from elementsA andB, which are
shaded in Fig. 14~b!. In contrast to Eqs.~20!–~22! for regular
brick elements, Eqs.~23!–~25! for the quarter-point element
have cross terms involving the corner and quarter-po
forces and the relative displacements at the corner
-
Fig. 16 Virtual crack closure technique for four
noded plate/shell elements.a! 3D view ~lower
surface forces are omitted for clarity! andb! top
view of upper surface~lower surface terms are
omitted for clarity!.
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quarter-point nodes. Note that, for the prism element,
nodal forces have to be calculated from elementsA, B, C,
and D around the crack tip as shown in Fig. 15. A thre
dimensional quarter-point brick element with 27 nodes is d
cussed in Ref.@23#. Additional information with respect to
different equations for solid elements are given in Re
@22#,@68–73#.

3.2.2 Formulas for plate/shell elements
The use of four-noded plate elements to calculate the mix
mode strain energy release was demonstrated in Ref.@69#.
Equations for the use of VCCT in conjunction with four- an
nine-noded plate elements were derived by Wang and R
@74#. Two techniques to tie the nodes at the delaminat
front ~row i in Figs. 16 and 17! were discussed. For nodes
the upper and lower surfaces, which are joined at the cr
tip, the first method enforced the compatibility of trans
tional and rotational degrees of freedom for nodes with id
tical coordinates. In the second technique, only the com
ibility of the translational degrees of freedom were enforc
The second technique allowed the nodes to have indepen
rotations. For the configurations and loads considered,
second technique appeared to provide preferable constra
r

the
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yielding accurate strain energy release rates@74–76#. There-
fore only the equations for this method are mentioned in t
paper.

For the four-noded rectangular plate element, as show
Fig. 16, the equations to calculate the strain energy rele
rate components at the element corner nodes~location Li )
are

GI52
1

2DA
ZLi~wL,2wL,* !, (27)

GII52
1

2DA
XLi~uL,2uL,* !, (28)

GIII 52
1

2DA
YLi~vL,2vL,* !, (29)

where DA5Da(b11b2)/2 is the crack surface closed a
shown in Fig. 16~b! @74#.

The equations to calculate the strain energy release
components for a nine-noded plate element as shown in
17 are, for the mode I components,

Fig. 17 Virtual crack closure technique fo
nine-noded plate/shell elements.a! 3D view
~lower surface forces are omitted for clarity! and
b! top view of upper surface~lower surface terms
are omitted for clarity!.
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GIuL52
1

2DAL
@ZLi~wL,2wL,* !1ZL j~wLm2wLm* !#,

(30)

GIuM52
1

2DAM
@ZMi~wM,2wM,* !

1ZM j~wMm2wMm* !#, (31)

GIuN52
1

2DAN
@ZNi~wN,2wN,* !1ZN j~wNm2wNm* !#,

(32)

mode II components,

GIIuL52
1

2DAL
@XLi~uL,2uL,* !1XL j~uLm2uLm* !#,

(33)

GIIuM52
1

2DAM
@XMi~uM,2uM,* !

1XM j~uMm2uMm* !#, (34)

GIIuN52
1

2DAN
@XNi~uN,2uN,* !1XN j~uNm2uNm* !#,

(35)

and mode III components,

GIII uL52
1

2DAL
@YLi~vL,2vL,* !1YL j~vLm2vLm* !#,

(36)

GIII uM52
1

2DAM
@YMi~vM,2vM,* !

1YM j~vMm2vMm* !#, (37)

GIII uN52
1

2DAN
@YNi~vN,2vN,* !1YN j~vNm2vNm* !#,

(38)

as given in Refs.@74#,@75#. Here indicesL, M, N denote the
column location, as shown in Fig. 17~b! and

DAL52 1
6Da~b21b3!, DAM52 2

3Dab2

and DAN52 1
6Da~b11b2! (39)

are the equivalent crack surfaces apportioned to corner-
midside-crack front nodes, respectively. The equivalent cr
surfaces are obtained by assuming that the strain energ
lease rate components are constant across the width o
element@74#. For eight-noded plate elements theMm terms
are equal to zero and the equations at columnM are reduced
to

GIuM52
1

2DAM
@ZMi~wM,2wM,* !#, (40)

GIIuM52
1

2DAM
@XMi~uM,2uM,* !#, (41)
and
ck
re-

f an

GIII uM52
1

2DAM
@YMi~vM,2vM,* !#, (42)

with the equations for columnsL andN unaltered.
Built-up structures are traditionally modeled and analyz

using plate or shell finite elements to keep the modeling
computational effort affordable. Computed mixed-mo
strain energy release rate components, however, depen
many variables such as element order and shear deform
assumptions, kinematic constraints in the neighborhood
the delamination front, and continuity of material properti
and section stiffness in the vicinity of the debond wh
delaminations or debondings are modeled with plate or s
finite elements@74,75#. For example, in Ref.@75# mesh re-
finement studies showed that computedGI , GII , andGIII did
not converge when the structure above and below the p
of delamination was modeled with plate elements with d
ferent section properties~thickness or layup!. A comparison
of computed mixed-mode strain energy release rates
tained from plate models with values computed from 3
models showed differences in results near the free edge
the structure where the stress state is 3D@77#. These prob-
lems may be avoided by using 3D models. Furthermore,
analyses are required when matrix cracks and mult
delaminations need to be modeled at different ply interfac
Since many layers of brick elements through the thickn
are often necessary to model the individual plies, the size
finite element models required for accurate analyses may
come prohibitively large. For future detailed modeling, t
shell/3D modeling technique offers great potential for sav
modeling and computational effort because only a relativ
small section in the vicinity of the delamination front nee
to be modeled with solid elements@78#.

3.3 Formulas for geometrically nonlinear analysis

For geometric nonlinear analysis where large deformati
may occur, both forces and displacements obtained in
global coordinate system need to be transformed into a lo
coordinate system (x8,z8) that originates at the crack tip a
shown in Fig. 18. The local crack tip system defines
tangential (x8, or mode II! and normal (z8, or mode I! co-
ordinate directions at the crack tip in the deformed config
ration as shown in Fig. 18~b! for the two-dimensional case
The vector through nodesi and k in the deformed configu-
ration defines the localx8 direction as shown in Fig. 18~a!.
The localz8 direction, which defines mode I, is perpendic
lar to the localx8 direction, which defines mode II. Forces
node row i and displacements at node row, need to be
transformed to the localx8-z8 system at the tip as shown i
Fig. 18~b!. The transformation is required to correctly com
pute the mixed-mode energy release ratesGI and GII . The
total energy release rate remains unaffected by this trans
mation. The accuracy of the computed mixed-mode ene
release rates depends on the accuracy of the forces and
placements obtained form the nonlinear finite element an
sis. The equations to calculate the mixed-mode energy
lease rate components remain the same as before, with fo
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and displacements now expressed in the local system.
the two-dimensional eight-noded quadrilateral element w
quadratic shape functions this yields

GI52
1

2Da
@Zi8~w,82w,*

8 !1Zj8~wm8 2wm*
8 !#, (43)

GII52
1

2Da
@Xi8~u,82u,*

8 !1Xj8~um8 2um*
8 !#, (44)

where Xi8 , Zi8 and Xj8 , Zj8 are the forces at the crack ti
~nodal pointi! and in front of the crack~nodal pointj! in the
local crack tip system. The relative sliding and opening
hind the crack tip are calculated at nodal points, and ,*
from the transformed displacements at the upper crack
u,8 andw,8 and the displacementsu,*

8 andw,*
8 at the lower

crack face. Additional to the relative displacements at no
points, and,* , the relative displacements at nodal pointsm
and m* are required, which are calculated from displac
ments at the upper crack faceum8 andwm8 and the displace-
ments um*

8 and wm*
8 at the lower crack face. Three
-

For
ith

p

be-

face

dal

e-

-

dimensional analysis additionally requires the definition
the tangential (y8, or mode III! coordinate direction, which
will be discussed in Sec. 3.5.

3.4 Corrections for elements with different lengths or
widths at the crack tip

3.4.1 Correcting for elements with different lengths at t
crack tip
All equations in previous sections have been derived un
the assumption that the element lengthsDa for the element
in front of the crack tip and behind are identical. Once au
matic mesh generators are used to create complex mo
the ideal case of identical element length can no longer
assumed and corrections are required. In their original pa
Rybicki and Kanninen@19# use the 1/Ar singularity of the
stress field at the crack tip to derive the corrected equatio
A sketch of a crack tip modeled with two-dimensional fini
elements of unequal length is shown in Fig. 19. The for
Xi , Zi at the crack tip~nodal pointi! calculated for an ele-
ment lengthDa2 are known from the finite element analysi

Fig. 18 Virtual crack closure technique for geo
metrically nonlinear analysis.a! Definition of lo-
cal crack tip coordinate system andb! forces and
displacements in local coordinate system~lower
surface forces are omitted for clarity!.
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Required for the virtual crack closure technique, howev
are the forcesX̃i , Z̃i matching the relative displacements
node, behind the crack tip, which have been calculated
an element lengthDa1 .

The stress tip field at the crack tip can be expressed
@53#

s~r !5bs`

1

Ar
5

dX

dA
5

dX

bdr
, (45)

whereb is the element width or thickness,s` is the undis-
turbed far field stress, ands(r ) is the stress in front of the
crack, which is a function of the distancer from the crack
tip. The forces at the crack tip for element lengthDa1 and
Da2 are obtained through integration:

X̃i5E
0

Da1 dr

r 1/2
52bs`Da1

1/2, (46)

Xi52bs`Da2
1/2. (47)

A relationship between the forces can be derived, wh
only depends on the length of the elements in front and
hind the crack tip

X̃i5S Da1

Da2
D 1/2

Xi . (48)

The calculation of the crack opening forceZ̃i is done accord-
ingly. With the relationship of the forces established, the
quired forcesX̃i , Z̃i may be substituted with the forcesXi ,
Zi obtained from finite element analysis, yielding the c
rected equations for the energy release rate components

GI52
1

2Da1
Zi~w,2w,* !S Da1

Da2
D 1/2

, (49)

GII52
1

2Da1
Xi~u,2u,* !S Da1

Da2
D 1/2

. (50)
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A different approach for correcting the equations, whi
does not depend on the assumption of the 1/Ar singularity of
the stress field at the crack tip, is depicted in Fig. 20 for
2D case. The different element lengths are accounted fo
correcting the displacements behind the crack tip~at node,!,
which were computed for a lengthDa1 , to match the forces
Xi , Zi at the crack tip~nodal pointi!, which were computed
for an element lengthDa2 . The displacements are adjuste
by taking into account the shape functions of the element
approximated by simple linear interpolation. For eleme
with linear shape functions, where the displacement va
linearly along the element edge, both methods are ident
The displacement at locations,̃ and ,̃* are calculated using
a linear interpolation forDa1.Da2 as shown in Fig. 20~a!
and linear extrapolation is used forDa1,Da2 as shown in
Fig. 20~b! yielding

u,̃ 5u,

Da2

Da1
, u,̃* 5u,*

Da2

Da1
. (51)

The calculation of the crack opening displacementw is
done accordingly. With the relationship of the displaceme
established, the required displacements at locations,̃ and,̃*
may be substituted with the displacements, and,* obtained
directly from finite element analysis, yielding the correct
equations for the energy release rate components:

GI52
1

2Da2
Zi~w,2w,* !

Da2

Da1
, (52)

GII52
1

2Da2
Xi~u,2u,* !

Da2

Da1
. (53)

The method first described imposes an analytical relati
ship based on the 1/Ar singularity of the stress field at th
crack tip. However, the second method is less restrictive
cause the results only depend on the finite element disc
zation at the crack tip.

3.4.2 Correcting for elements with different widths alo
the delamination front
For the derivation of the equations in the previous section
had been assumed that the front is straight and that elem
widths b remain constant along the front. Meshing of arb
trarily shaped delamination front contours will, howeve
cause element lengthDa and widthb to vary along the front.
Therefore, a two-dimensional representation of a crack
delamination in a plate/shell or a 3D solid finite eleme
models also requires a correction accounting for differen
in element widthsb along the front. For components mod
eled with four-noded plate/shell type elements or eig
noded solid brick elements the correction is straightforw
as shown in Fig. 21. A variation of only the element leng
Da, yields equations equivalent to the 2D case discus
earlier:
d
Fig. 19 Correction for elements with different lengths in front a

behind the crack tip
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GI52
1

2Da2b
ZLi~wL,2wL,* !

Da2

Da1
, (54)

GII52
1

2Da2b
XLi~uL,2uL,* !

Da2

Da1
, (55)

GIII 52
1

2Da2b
YLi~vL,2vL,* !

Da2

Da1
. (56)

The additional variation of the element widthb requires
the separate calculation of the contributing element surfa
DA15 1

2Da2b1 and DA25 1
2Da2b2 , yielding the corrected

equations for the energy release rate components

G 52
1 1

Z w 2w !
Da2

, (57)
t

ces

I 2 DA11DA2
Li~ L, L,* Da1

GII52
1

2

1

DA11DA2
XLi~uL,2uL,* !

Da2

Da1
, (58)

GIII 52
1

2

1

DA11DA2
YLi~vL,2vL,* !

Da2

Da1
. (59)

A simple equivalent expression for twenty-noded so
brick elements based on the equations presented in Sec.
is not available. The set of equations given in Sec. 3.2.2
the higher-order plate elements@74# may be used since th
change of element width is already accounted for in the
pressions for the mixed-mode strain energy release rates.
variation in element length,Da, may be compensated a
described in the preceding section.

Fig. 20 Correction for elements with differen
lengths in front and behind the crack tip.a!
Shorter elements in front of the crack tip andb!
longer elements in front of the crack tip.
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Fig. 21 Virtual crack closure technique fo
eight-noded solid elements with different width

Fig. 22 Virtual crack closure technique for arb
trarily shaped front
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3.5 Procedures for arbitrarily shaped delamination
front contours

The equations presented in the previous sections were
rived with the assumption that the delamination front
straight. For a straight front as shown in Figs. 10–17 and
the definition of the modes is intuitive and constant for t
entire front: Mode I is caused by the out of plane cra
opening, mode II by the shear perpendicular to the stra
delamination/crack front, and mode III by the shear com
nent tangential to the front. For an arbitrarily shaped fro
the mode definition constantly changes along the contou
shown in Fig. 22. A local crack tip coordinate system the
fore needs to be defined at each nodal point along the f
@79#. The vector through nodesi andk in the deformed con-
figuration defines the localx* direction as shown for one
sample node in Fig. 22. The secant through adjacent no
defines they8 direction and mode III. The local plane o
delamination is defined byx* andy8. The localz8 direction,
which defines mode I, is perpendicular to the plane
delamination. Finally, the localx8 direction, which defines
mode II, is perpendicular to they8 and z8 plane. Forces a
node row i and displacements at node row, need to be
transformed to the localx8-y8-z8 system at the tip. The
lly
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transformed forces and displacements are used in the p
ously derived equations to calculate the mixed-mode ene
release rates.

For the procedure described above it is assumed tha
mesh remains normal to the delamination front. Modern p
processing software allows the modeling of almost any co
plex configuration; these programs, however, were not de
oped to guarantee the normality of the mesh and
delamination front. The effect of a lack of normality at th
crack front on the computed energy release rates was stu
in Ref. @80#. It was shown that the standard formulations f
VCCT were not able to extract accurate values from mod
that did not have normality at the crack front when compa
to reference solutions. It was also found that an increa
variation from the normal condition yielded a greater d
crepancy. The formulation of an extraction method f
VCCT that yields accurate energy release rates for mo
that lack normality is given in Ref.@80#.

3.6 Suggested solutions for delaminations with sharp
corners

Delaminations with sharp corners—as shown in Fig. 23~a!—
pose a problem when computing mixed-mode energy rele
rates as the separation into in-plane shear~mode II! and tear-
ing ~mode III! is not defined. Ideally sharp corners genera
do not exist so that modeling a rounded corner, as show
Fig. 23~b!, appears to be an acceptable alternative. The m
separation is well defined at the rounded corner and the
cedure described in the preceding section may be applie
define the appropriate local crack tip coordinate system.

The method suggested has been applied successfully
specimen with an embedded, square delamination as sh
in Fig. 24 @81#. The method results in an increase of nod
and elements and the model may become large. A rece
suggested modified approach uses stair stepped instea
smoothed fronts and thus avoids an increase in model
@82#.
ert
Fig. 23 Definition of mode separation at sharp corners.a! Unde-
fined mode separation at corner nodal point andb! well-defined
mode separation at rounded corner.
 Fig. 24 Detail of a finite element mesh with modeled square ins
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4 DEALING WITH THE PROBLEMS AT A
BIMATERIAL INTERFACE

Previous investigations have shown that care must be e
cised in interpreting the values forGI , GII , andGIII obtained
using the virtual crack closure technique for interfac
delaminations between two orthotropic solids@83–86#.
Mathematical solutions of the near crack tip field indica
that stresses start to oscillate in the immediate vicinity of
tip when crack growth occurs at interfaces between mate
with dissimilar properties as shown in Fig. 25~a!. The fact
that the mixed-mode ratio is undefined when the virt
crack closure lengthDa goes to zero has been associa
with these stress oscillations near the crack tip. For cr
growth and delamination propagation in composite materi
this phenomenon has to be considered as the delaminati
xer-

al

te
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al
ed
ck
ls,
n is

rarely located at an interface between two plies of identi
orientation. One way to circumvent this problem is the intr
duction of an artificial thin resin rich layer that is assumed
exist between the plies@83,87#. Delamination propagation in
this case occurs in a homogenious material and the ab
mentioned problem does not exist. Although this techniq
circumvents the issue, it requires larger models with sign
cant refinement in the thin resin layer. Several other pap
have addressed the problems of a bimaterial interface and
associated stress oscillations near the crack tip in the
@88–98#.

It was shown in the literature@84# that finite values for the
virtual crack closure length, eg,Da/a.0.05 (Da is the vir-
tual crack closure length anda the crack length!, result in
nearly constant mixed-mode ratios. In addition it was ve
se
p
r

Fig. 25 Bimaterial interface.a!
Bimaterial interface, b! depen-
dence of computed energy relea
rate on element size at crack ti
andc! upper and lower bounds fo
element size at crack tip.
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Table 1. Dependence of mixed-mode ratio in bimaterial interface on element size at the crack tipa

Element length Da
„mm…

Relative element
sizeDaÕh

Relative crack
closure lengthDaÕa Mode ratio GII ÕGT Mode ratio GIII ÕGT

0.062 5 0.492 0.001 969 0.920 48 0.079 509
0.031 25 0.246 0.000 984 0.920 45 0.079 548
0.015 625 0.123 0.000 492 0.920 20 0.079 792
0.078 125 0.061 5 0.000 246 0.915 74 0.084 262
0.003 906 25 0.030 7 0.000 123 0.915 62 0.084 377

aLayup @630/230/30/230/30/30/230/30/230/230/30/↑230/30/30/230/30/230/230/30/230/30/630#,
C12K/R6376 tape, delamination lengtha531.75 mm, ply thicknessh50.127 mm.
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fied in Refs.@85#,@86# that evaluating the energy release ra
via nodal forces and displacements in the finite element p
cedure yields results similar to the analytical evaluation
the crack closure integral based on the near tip fields.
larger values ofDa the energy release rate components w
found to be nearly constant, whereas for very smallDa they
are functions of element length as sketched in Fig. 25~b!. The
total energy releaseGT5GI1GII1GIII , however, converges
to a constant value as shown in Ref.@75#. TheDa/a values
where the oscillation begins is connected with the value og
found in the expression for the crack tip singularity, which
given by r 21/21 ig. It was also shown that evaluating ener
release rates by using larger values ofDa/a, where the en-
ergy release rate components become stationary, yields s
lar results to values obtained by an analysis performed
suming a resin-rich region mentioned above@83#. However,
the energy release rates evaluated with a largerDa are in-
sensitive to material inhomogeneities that exist. This i
prerequisite for an energy release rate that is to be use
fracture criterion in a real situation.

For the virtual crack closure technique, the energy rele
rates are defined as the virtual crack closure integral ov
finite crack closure length. This crack closure length cor
sponds to the lengths of the elements adjacent to the c
front. This element length,Da, must be chosen small enoug
to ensure a converged FE solution but large enough to a
oscillating results. The approach used must be consis
when the definition of the energy release rates used for f
ture predictions as well as that employed for material ch
acterization. This does not imply that the material tests m
be evaluated by FE models, but it should be established
the data reduction scheme is in agreement with the defini
of a finite crack closure length. Consequently, it had be
suggested to use element lengths at the crack tip in su
manner that the computed results are insensitive to the v
tion of the element lengthDa at the crack tip as sketched i
Fig. 25~b!.

Upper and lower bounds may be assumed for pract
applications as shown in Fig. 25~c!. The element size~length
and height! should not be less than110 of a ply thickness,h,
which corresponds to the diameter of two carbontows in the
carbon/epoxy material modeled as shown in Fig. 25~c!. For
smaller element sizes the assumption of modeling each
as an orthotropic continuum is no longer valid. The p
thickness was suggested as a practical upper limit for
ment length and height because larger elements would
quire smearing of the different layer properties over one
ement as shown in Fig. 25~c! @99#. Smeared or homogenize
properties would result in altered properties at the interf
es
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where the energy release rates are calculated. Variation
mode mixety between these upper and lower bounds
typically very small and should prove acceptable for prac
cal applications.

In a previous investigation, mixed-mode energy relea
rates were computed for an ENF specimen with multidir
tional layup, where the delaminated interface was loca
between a130° and230° ply @100,101#. A study indicated
that computed energy release ratesGII andGIII , do not ex-
hibit a significant variation with mesh refinement as sho
in Table 1.

In another study the influence of the mesh size at
delamination tip was investigated for a single leg bend
~SLB! specimen with multidirectional layup, where th
delaminated interface was located between a130° and230°
ply @100,102,103#. The three-dimensional model of the SL
specimen is shown in Fig. 26. Along the length of the mod
a refined mesh of lengthc was used in the vicinity of the
delamination front. The influence of mesh size on compu
mixed-mode strain energy release rates was studied by k
ing the length of the refined zonec constant, and increasin
the number of elements,n, in this zone as shown in the deta
of Fig. 26. The corresponding values of relative element s
Da/h, and relative crack closure length,Da/a, are given in
Table 2. The influence of mesh refinement on the mod
strain energy release rate distribution across the width
moderate and only very long elements (n53, Da5c/n
51 mm) need to be avoided as shown in Fig. 27. This
confirmed by the mode II and mode III distributions
shown in Figs. 28 and 29 where the mode II strain ene
release rate is fairly constant across almost the entire w
of the specimen and peaks near the edges accompanie
local mode III contribution. The distribution of the mixed
mode ratioGI /GII is shown in Fig. 30. For the range studie
(n53 up to 48!, there is only a small dependence of com
puted mixed-mode ratio on element sizeDa. The results
from the above studies of the multidirectional ENF and S
specimens confirm the suggestion made earlier for lo
bounds (Da/h.0.1) and upper bounds (Da/h,1.0) of ele-
ment lengths to be used.

5 CONVERSION OF ENERGY RELEASE RATES
TO STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

In metal fracture the stress intensity factorK is commonly
used to describe the stress state at the crack tip. A cons
able database exists of experimentally determined fract
toughness values,KC , obtained for a wide range of mater
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als. It may therefore be desirable to convert computed st
energy release ratesG to stress intensity factorsK. The as-
sumption of a plane stress condition yields

K I5AGIE, (60)

K II5AGIIE, (61)

while the assumption of a plane strain condition yields

K I5A GIE

~12n2!
, (62)

K II5A GIIE

~12n2!
, (63)
ain
K III 5A GIIIE

~11n!
, (64)

whereE is the Young’s modulus andn is the Poisson’s ratio
@53#.

Failure in composite materials is expected when, fo
given mixed mode ratioGII /GT , the calculated total energ
release rateGT exceeds the interlaminar fracture toughne
Gc as shown in Fig. 2 for IM7/8552@14#. Due to the fact that
the calculation of stress intensity factors is not necessary
the prediction of delamination onset or growth in composi
the lengthy equations required to convert energy release r
to stress intensity factors for orthotropic and anisotropic m
terials are not given in this paper and the interested read
Fig. 26 Three-dimensional finite
element model of SLB specimen
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Table 2. Mesh size at the crack tip for SLB specimen with multidirectional layupa

Length c of refined
section„mm…

Number of elements
n

Element length Da
„mm…

Relative element
sizeDaÕh

Relative crack
closure lengthDaÕa

3.0 3 1.0 7.874 0.029
3.0 6 0.5 3.937 0.014 5
3.0 12 0.25 1.968 5 0.007 3
3.0 24 0.125 0.984 0.003 65
3.0 48 0.062 5 0.492 0.001 83

aLayup @630/0/230/0/30/04/30/0/230/0/230/30/↑230/30/30/0/30/0/230/04 /230/0/30/0/630#, C12K/
R6376 tape delamination lengtha534.3 mm, ply thicknessh50.127 mm.
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6 APPLICATION OF THE VIRTUAL CRACK CLO-
SURE TECHNIQUE TO ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

Selected engineering problems where the virtual crack
sure technique is applied to fracture of composite structu
are referenced in this section. Two examples from rec
studies showing the application of VCCT to 2D and 3D fin
element analyses are discussed in more detail.

6.1 Applying the virtual crack closure technique with
two-dimensional finite element analysis

Two-dimensional finite element models where the crack
delamination is simulated as a line have been used ex
ing
lo-
res
ent
te

or
ten-

sively in the past. In general 2D models are preferred
industry due to the fact that modeling time, as well as co
putational time, remains affordable, especially if many d
ferent configurations have to be analyzed during the ini
design phase. However, the geometry, boundary conditi
and other properties across the entire width are inhere
constant in a 2D finite element model. Additionally, a tw
dimensional plane-stress model in thex-y plane imposes the
out of plane stresses to be zero (szz5txz5tyz50) and al-
lows the displacement to be the free parameter. A pla
strain model in thex-y plane, on the other hand, imposes t
out of plane strains to be zero («zz5gxz5gyz50), which
excessively constrains the plies. The effect of 2D model
on
the
Fig. 27 Influence of the number of elements in refined section
computed mode I strain energy release rate distribution across
width of a SLB specimen
on
theFig. 29 Influence of the number of elements in refined section
computed mode III strain energy release rate distribution across
width of a SLB specimen
on

Fig. 28 Influence of the number of elements in refined section
computed mode II strain energy release rate distribution across
width of a SLB specimen
on
theFig. 30 Influence of the number of elements in refined section
mode ratio distribution across the width of a SLB specimen
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assumptions is most marked for 45° plies because of t
high in-plane Poisson’s ratio, while it is small for 0° and 90
The influence of 2D finite element modeling assumptions
computed energy release rates was studied in detail in
@105#. Based on the results of this investigation it is reco
mended to use results from plane stress and plane s
models as upper and lower bounds. Two-dimensional mo
may also be used to qualitatively evaluate the variation
energy release rates and mixed-mode ratios with delam
tion length. For more accurate predictions, however, a
analysis is required.

Two-dimensional finite element models have been use
study the behavior of specimens used and suggested for
ture toughness testing in Refs.@106–114# and three-point
bending specimen@115#. Iosipescu specimens were studi
in Refs. @116#, @117#. The behavior of edge delamination
was investigated in Refs.@5#, @20#, @118# and the failure of
eir
°.
on
ef.
-

rain
els
of

ina-
3D

to
rac-

d
s

composite hat stringer pull-of specimens was examined
Refs.@119#, @120#. The failure of lap joints was investigate
in Refs. @121#, @122# and the durability of bonded joints in
Ref. @123#. The virtual crack closure technique was also us
to investigate the facesheet delaminating from the sandw
core@124–127# as well as delamination buckling@128,129#.
Delamination initiation from ply drops in general was stu
ied in Ref. @130# while the initiation specific to rotorcraf
flexbeams was investigated in Refs.@131#, @132#.

To illustrate the application of VCCT to structural delam
nation, an example is taken from the study of skin/string
debond failure as shown in Fig. 31@133#. The specimens
consisted of a tapered laminate, representing the strin
bonded onto a skin as shown in Fig. 31~a!. An IM7/8552
graphite/epoxy system was used for both the skin and flan
The skin was made of prepreg tape and had a nominal
thickness of 0.142 mm and a@45/245/0/245/45/90/90/245/
Fig. 31 Skin/flange debonding
specimen.a! Specimen configura-
tion andb! finite element model of
skin/flange specimen.
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45/0/45/245# layup. The flange was made of a plain-wea
fabric of 0.208 mm nominal ply thickness. The flange lay
was@45/0/45/0/45/0/45/0/45# f , where the subscript f denote
fabric, 0 represents a 0°–90° fabric ply, and ‘‘45’’ represe
a 0°–90° fabric ply rotated by 45°. Quasistatic tension te
were performed in a servohydraulic load frame where
specimens were mounted in hydraulic grips with a ga
length of 101.6 mm as shown in Fig. 31~b!. The value of the
damage onset load,P, was averaged from four tests and d
termined to be 17.8 kN with a coefficient of variation
8.9%. The tests were terminated when the flange debon
from the skin. Micrographic investigations showed that
corners 2 and 3, a delamination formed at the top 45°/245°
skin ply interface. The initial crack was modeled at the loc
tion suggested by the microscopic investigation as show
the detail in Fig. 31~b!. Finite element solutions were ob
tained using the commercialABAQUS®/Standard finite ele-
ment software. Eight-noded quadrilateral plane-str
~CPS8R! elements with quadratic shape functions and a
duced~232! integration scheme were utilized for the ge
metric nonlinear analyses. For this investigation, the dela
nation growing between the skin top 45° and245° plies was
extended by releasing multipoint constraints at the crack
and in front of the crack tip. During a series of nonline
finite element analyses, strain energy release rates were
olid
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puted at each tip location for the loads applied in the exp
ments. A critical energy release rateGc needs to be deter
mined to predict delamination onset. This criticalG is
generally identified based on the shape of the total ene
release rate versus delamination length curve, which is de
mined through analysis as shown in Fig. 32. TheGT versusx
curve reached a maximum~as marked in Fig. 32! at some
virtual delamination length and then decreased. The dela
nation was extended to a total simulated length of 2.2 mm
ascertain that the peak value had been captured. The

tion

Fig. 34 Delamination buckling specimen.a! Delamination buck-
ling specimen and section modeled with three-dimensional s
elements andb! x ray showing the initial circular delamination an
detected growth after 200 000 load cycles.
Fig. 32 Computed total strain energy release rate for delamina

between top 45°/245° skin plies
cted
topFig. 35 Computed mixed-mode energy release rate along dete
delamination front after 200 000 load cycles
Fig. 33 Computed mixed mode ratio for delamination between
45°/245° skin plies
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energy release rates and the corresponding mixed mod
tios GII /GT are plotted in Figs. 32 and 33. The maximu
total energy release rateGT as marked in the graph, wa
chosen as the critical value to be used for the fatigue
prediction @133#. This peak inGT also corresponded to th
maximum mode I percentage, ie, the minimum value
GII /GT in Fig. 33. Similar investigations of skin/flange de
onding are reported in Refs.@134–137#.

6.2 Applying the virtual crack closure technique to
analysis with plate and shell elements

In a finite element model made of plate or shell type e
ments the delamination is represented as a two-dimensi
discontinuity by two surfaces with identical nodal point c
ordinates. Flanagan developed a code based on sublam
analysis and demonstrated its application to simple frac
toughness specimens, the curved-beam test and edge de
nation@138#. The problem of a composite stringer separat
from the skin has been investigated using plate and s
models in Refs.@74#, @139#, @140#. Fracture mechanics analy
ses performed by Glaessgenet al focused on the debondin
ra-
m
s
life

of
-

le-
nal
-

inate
ure
lami-
ng
hell
-

of stitched composite structures@141–143#. Delamination
buckling has been investigated as well using plate/shell m
els @69,144–148#.

6.3 Applying the virtual crack closure technique to
analysis with solid finite elements

Three-dimensional finite element models have been use
study the behavior of specimens traditionally used in fract
toughness testing@18,23,27,67,77,78,98,100–102,149–15#,
three-point bending specimen@154# as well as the behavio
of edge delaminations@155–157#. Skin-stiffener debonding
was analyzed in Refs.@66#, @105#. Damage in titanium-
grahite hybrid lamiantes was investigated in Ref.@158# and
Ireman et al studied the damage propagation in compos
structural elements@159#. Three-dimensional models wer
also used to study the growth of near-surface delaminat
in composite laminates under fatigue loading@81,160,161#.
Delamination buckling has been investigated extensively
ing 3D models@69,79,130,162–172#. A comparison of 2D
and 3D analysis for skin/stringer debond failure was p
formed in Refs.@173–175#.
-
Fig. 36 Crack modeled as one
dimensional discontinuity.a! In-
tact region in front of the crack
modeled with single nodes andb!
intact region in front of the crack
modeled with double nodes tied
by multipoint constraints.
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The example chosen is taken from an investigation
delamination buckling and growth as shown in Fig. 34~a!
@81,160,176#. The specimens were made of T300/914C ta
material with a @65/145/65/245/0/685/0/245/75/145/
75# layup. An embedded circular delamination of 10 m
diameter at interface 2/3 was assumed to simulate an im
damage near the surface as shown in Fig. 34~b!. The speci-
mens were subjected to tension-compression (R521) fa-
tigue loading. Stress maxima in the range of 220–2
N/mm2 had shown to yield stable delamination growth. Du
ing the experiment, the out-of-plane~ie, buckling! deforma-
tion was monitored by the Moire´ technique. Using numerica
post-processing procedures, the size and shape of the de
nated sublaminate were determined from this informati
yielding the delamination contours, which were used as in
to the numerical model. Additional x-ray photographs@as
shown in Fig. 34~b!# were used to verify this method. Finit
element solutions were obtained usingNOVA finite element
software. Due to the extensive computation times seen
3D models, a special layered element with eight nodes,
mulated according to a continuum-based 3D shell the
was used for the nonlinear simulations@177#. Interpenetra-
tion of the layers in the delaminated region was prevented
-
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using a contact processor that utilizes a contractor target
cept applying the penalty method@178#. Figure 34~a! shows
the specimen outline, details of the section modeled and
deformed FE model. The distributions of the mixed-mo
energy release rates along the fronts2 ~ie, after 200 000 load
cycles! as shown in Fig. 34~b!, are plotted in Fig. 35. The
global maximum of the total energy release rateGT is now
found perpendicular to the loading direction (s'0.25 ands
'0.75) with a second maximum occurring in the loadi
direction. The values for interlaminar shear failure also rea
their maximum perpendicular to the load direction (s'0.22
and s'0.72) and a second maximum fors50 ands50.5.
This also holds for theGI distribution where again the maxi
mum is reached perpendicular to the loading direction;
loading direction, however, it decreases to zero. Details
the entire investigation are discussed in Ref.@179#.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The increased interest in using a fracture mechanics–b
approach to assess the damage tolerance of composite s
tures in the design phase and during certification has
newed the interest in the virtual crack closure technique.

Fig. 37 Flow chart of routine extract.f to calcu
late strain energy release rates
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forts are underway to incorporate these approaches in
Composites Material MIL-17 Handbook, which has been the
motivation for the overview presented.

The approach used in the virtual crack closure techni
was discussed. Equations for the use of the technique in
junction with two-dimensional elements, three-element s
ids as well as plate/shell elements were given and ins
into the application to engineering problems was provid
The paper, however, is not a comprehensive literature sur
but more a summary and review of issues relevant to
successful application of the virtual crack closure techniq
Nevertheless, an effort was made to pay proper tribute to
relevant contributions made during a quarter century si
the original publication.
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APPENDIX: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VIRTUAL
CRACK CLOSURE TECHNIQUE

Currently, the large commercial finite element codes do
offer the choice for calculating the mixed-mode energy
lease rates using the virtual crack closure technique~VCCT!
as described in the main text. Therefore, the energy rele
rate componentsGI , GII , andGIII need to be computed b
user-written subroutines. These subroutines may either in
face directly with the finite element code during its exec
tion, provided this option has been made available for t
particular software, or operate as an entirely separate p
processing step. In both cases the strategy is similar
attention has to be given to the modeling of the discontinu
as shown in Fig. 36 and the calculation of the mixed-mo
energy release rate as outlined in the flowchart of Fig. 3

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the crack of lengtha in a two-
dimensional finite element model is represented as a o
dimensional discontinuity by a line of nodes as shown
Figs. 5 and 36. Nodes at the top surface and the bot
surface have identical coordinates, however, are not c
nected with each other as shown in Fig. 36~a!. The crack tip
is represented by either a single node@Fig. 36~a!# or two
nodes with identical coordinates coupled through multipo
constraints@Fig. 36~b!#. The undamaged section or the se
tion where the crack is closed and the structure is still int
is modeled using single nodes@Fig. 36~a!# or two nodes with
identical coordinates coupled through multipoint constrai
@Fig. 36~b!#. It is generally up to the user to decide how
model the crack tip and the intact region. However, the
of multipoint constraints may be preferred if a crack prop
gation analysis is to be performed. The use of multipo
constraints may also be preferable if the finite element c
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used providesforces at constraintsas a standard output. Thi
feature would render obsolete the step where element fo
at nodes have to be retrieved and summed to obtain force
the crack tip. The same logic applies to a finite elem
model made of plate/shell type elements or 3D solid e
ments, where the delamination of lengtha is represented as
2D discontinuity by two surfaces.

The application of the virtual crack closure techniq
based on results from finite element analysis requires ac
to the element forces at nodes, the nodal point displacem
and the nodal point coordinates. The flow chart, depicted
Fig. 37 as an example, shows an independent p
processing procedure where input data for the VCCT w
extracted directly from anABAQUS® binary result file. The
strategy to use VCCT, however, is the same if data are
trieved from a data file in ASCII format or if a user-writte
subroutine interfaces directly with the finite element softwa
during execution:

1! Establish interface with finite element sortware if r
quired.

2! Provide input interface to read variable problem spec
external data such as crack length, Young’s modulus,
and control parameters such as element type, etc, whic
generally not hard coded into the subroutine.

3! Create output file to store echo print of control para
eters, input data, and retrieved data as well as interm
ate and final results.

4! Read element forces, or forces at constraints, nodal p
coordinates, and nodal displacements from binary re
file, or output file in ASCII format or data bank if data ar
stored externally. Alternatively retrieve required da
from specific common blocks or arrays of the finite e
ment software if a user interface is provided.

5! Store the data retrieved in step~4! in external files, data-
base, or internal common blocks and arrays for furth
access during the calculation.

6! Calculate area virtually closed,DA, using nodal point
coordinates.

7! Calculate local coordinate systemx8, y8, andz8 at crack
tip for geometrically nonlinear analysis and arbitrari
shaped delamination front as discussed in Secs. 3.3,
and 3.6.

8! a! Obtain the forces at the crack tip and in front of th
crack tip from the forces at element nodes by summ
the forces at common nodes from elements belong
either to the upper or the lower surface. This step m
be skipped if forces at constraints are available direc
from the finite element software.

b! Obtain relative displacements between the surfa
from the nodal point displacements.

c! Transform forces and displacements to local crack
coordinate system.

9! Calculate mixed-mode strain energy release rates u
the equations given for the individual element type a
correct for different element lengths and widths if nece
sary.
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10! Repeat steps~6! through ~9! for all nodes along the
delamination front and write results to output file.
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